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MIP 2021 and Beyond
Over the past five years we have seen the importance of supporting early stage
innovation to the development of transformational medical technologies and the
careers of physicians within the Department of Medicine. Investing in nascent
technologies is not without risk, however the potential to translate important science
into successful patient solutions is no greater than here at the frontlines of medical
care and active scientific investigation.
We have learned how to be efficient in the deployment of capital and the crucial
importance of recruiting and maintaining mentors and collaborators to the MIP
pipeline.
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Over the next several years our mission will not change, however we hope to expand
the depth of our support and craft a very specific role within MIP to grow technologies
that promote equity in healthcare.
If you have been part of our work thus far, we thank you. If you are interested in
hearing more about how to contribute to the MIP mission, please do not hesitate to
reach out, we are always on the look out for talented individuals to further our efforts.
Be well.
Christiana Iyasere, MD, MBA
Director, MGH Medicine Innovation Program
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We work to create sustainable solutions.

We aren’t bound.
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Psychological Intervention Application for Patients with
Acute Myeloid Leukemia: DreAMLand
After seeing firsthand the struggles patients face after a
sudden, life threatening diagnosis of Acute Myeloid
Leukemia (AML), Areej El-Jawahri, MD, found that
psychological interventions to promote effective patient
coping skills during this critical time were lacking.
Upon diagnosis, most patients with AML are
immediately hospitalized for initiation of 4-6 weeks of
intensive chemotherapy and are generally unable to
see friends and family in person due to their
immunosuppressed state. Through the trauma of the
diagnosis and the ensuing treatment, patients often
endure a host of physical and psychological symptoms
including uncertainty regarding the prognosis, social
isolation during the hospitalization, and a complete loss

of independence that can result in decreased quality of life and ultimately
survival outcomes. To find a potential solution, Dr. El-Jawahri looked to a
mobile application as a way for her patients to find out information about
their diagnosis, connect with other patients, and relieve some of the
psychological stress associated with the disease. A mobile application
provided a unique solution that allowed for broad dissemination and gave
patients who are stuck in the hospital for prolonged periods of time with
feelings of no control to "do something," to help their situation. Her self-

mobile
application journey, the patient stops at different stations along their clinical
course and is able to learn facts about AML, their treatment regimen,
With funds from her 2017 MIP Grant, Dr. El-Jawahri built an initial
f
"I am immensely grateful for MIP
support that helped me initiate a line of
investigation utilizing digital
therapeutics to improve the quality of
resoundingly
life and care for patients with blood
embraced the application, with
cancers. Since my MIP award, I have
many of them asking to use it
developed six digital mobile apps
of the study itself. The app
building on our experience with
h
on to be used at multiple
DreAMLand, secured funding through
academic medical institutions, and
foundations and the NIH to support
in 2020, DreAMLand was licensed
our research program, and licensed the to Blue Note Therapeutics, a
DreAMLand application to a private
prescription digital therapeutics
entity with the goal of making it
company dedicated to the
available to all patients that would
transformation of mental health
benefit."
care for cancer patients.
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Marc Wein, MD, PhD, a MIP 2017 awardee, used funds from his grant to
evaluate the efficacy of a novel bone building therapy for osteoporosis.
Osteoporosis is a major public health problem in our aging population.
Most osteoporosis treatments work by slowing bone resorption, a strategy
that does not fully restore skeletal integrity. The most commonly used bone
building treatment is teriparatide, a synthetic version of parathyroid
hormone (PTH). Teriparatide use is limited by the need for daily selfinjections and risks of bone related cancer. Therefore, orally available
medications that stimulate new bone formation represent a major unmet
need in osteoporosis pharmacotherapy. Through mechanistic studies
investigating how PTH stimulates new bone formation, Dr. Wein’s
laboratory found that YKL-05-099, a novel, orally-available small molecule
kinase inhibitor mimics the actions of PTH in bone. Bone formation and
bone mass are increased in mice treated with YKL-05-099 without obvious
signs of toxicity. Therefore, YKL-05-099 represents a novel ‘osteoanabolic’
treatment strategy.
The work supported by MIP allowed Dr. Wein to test the efficacy and safety
of this first-generation novel compound in mouse models. In these studies,
they demonstrated therapeutic efficacy of YKL-05-099 in a ‘gold-standard’
preclinical model of post-menopausal osteoporosis without obvious
toxicities.
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Data generated was both
published and led to
further support for this
project from the
Harrington Discovery
Institute, novel intellectual
property claims, and a
collaboration with the
pharmaceutical company
Radius Health to study
next generation
compounds. The in vivo
efficacy data supported
by the 2017 MIP award
played a crucial role in
catalyzing this project at
an early stage.

"The 2017 MIP support was exactly what we
needed to start moving from a discovery in the lab
towards a therapy to bring to our patients with
osteoporosis.”
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Cutaneous photosensitivity results from a heterogeneous
group of disorders that drastically impair quality of life.
Erythropoietic protoporphyria (EPP) is a severe inherited
form of cutaneous photosensitivity which causes life-long
painful cutaneous sensitivity to light. In EPP, both the
mechanism of pain and the variability in light sensitivity
between patients is poorly understood. Sunscreen is not
effective because patients are sensitive to visible rather
than UV light.
While new therapies are needed, the identification and validation of potential therapeutic
targets has been fraught with difficulty due to a lack of quantitative disease monitoring
tools and biomarkers of phototoxic reactions. To address these needs, Amy Dickey, MD,
MSc, in the Division of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, who herself has EPP,
utilized an existing wearable device to measure light exposure to quantify the amount of
sunlight exposure and symptoms in patients with EPP. This has the potential to help
patients in several important ways: (1) Analyzing light exposure practices and the
resulting symptoms to provide better insights into the pathophysiology of phototoxicity in
EPP could inform the development of new therapies (2) Enabling EPP patients to make
informed decisions about sunlight avoidance based on their accumulated light dose will
improve quality of life (3) More accurate dosimetry of light exposure can improve data
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collection for clinical trials to facilitate
the approval of new therapeutics for
EPP. With MIP funds awarded, Dr.
Dickey was able to launch a clinical
trial evaluating a wearable light
dosimeter for tracking exposure and
symptoms in patients with EPP.
Unpublished data from the study
demonstrated that its measurements
provide a better approximation of the
patients’ disease severity as compared
to previous measures. Dr. Dickey is
currently preparing publications of her
study results. Her preliminary data
resulted in her receiving both an NIH
K23 grant and industry funding, which
will allow her to test a more advanced
light dosimeter in follow-up studies.
While her project focuses on EPP,
much of the knowledge gained from the
study will also be transferable to other
forms of photosensitivity.

"I decided to transition
my career to focus on
EPP at a time when I
had no funding or
preliminary data. At a
key vulnerable
transition point in my
career, the MIP
believed in my vision,
providing both the
funding and
mentorship needed to
launch my research in
a new direction. I’m
incredibly thankful to
the MIP for believing
in me when so many
people told me to give
up.”
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